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Abstract—This paper uses quasi-steady molecular statics model and diamond tool to carry out simulation temperature rise of nanoscale orthogonal cutting single-crystal silicon. It further qualitatively analyzes temperature field of silicon workpiece without considering heat transfer and considering heat transfer. This paper supposes that the temperature rise of workpiece is mainly caused by two heat sources: plastic deformation heat and friction heat. Then, this paper develops a theoretical model about production of the plastic deformation heat and friction heat during nanoscale orthogonal cutting. After the increased temperature produced by these two heat sources are added up, the acquired total temperature rise at each atom of the workpiece is substituted in heat transfer finite difference equation to carry out heat transfer and calculates the temperature field in each step and makes related analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Concerning the nanoscale cutting, Shimada [1] used two-dimensional (2D) model and molecular dynamics to conduct dynamic simulation of single-crystal orthogonal cutting and explore the cause of formation of chips. Childs et al. [2] and Belak et al. [3] employed molecular dynamics theory to conduct numerical simulation, but their model still lacked a complete quantitative calculation. Pei et al. [4] indicated that the rake angle of cutting tool had significant influence on formation of chips and workpiece surface. The chips under rake angle −45° would be less because the workpiece has greater plastic deformation. Besides, the chips under rake angle −45° would have greater rebounding. Inamura et al. [5] regarded atoms as nodes, and combined the Morse potential among atoms with the work of atoms in order to overturn finite element method of atomic model. Furthermore, the concept of weight function was imported to induce the relationship among the displacement, strain and stress between atomic model and continuum model, resulting in strain distribution and stress distribution of workpiece. Cai et al. [6] used the same cutting tool radius to explore different cutting depths on silicon workpiece, and make simulative comparison among different cutting depths and radii of cutting tools. They found that the radius of cutting had to be properly small so as for easier cutting. The 2D model of Shimada [7] used molecular dynamics to conduct dynamic simulation of single-crystal silicon orthogonal cutting, and explore the cause of formation of chips. Tanakal and Shimada [8] used different volumes to match with different cutting depths, and different radii and different rake angles of cutting tools to explore the change of ductility and brittleness of silicon material. It was found that production of cracks could be avoided, and the cutting tool with negative rake angle could be effectively applied to ductile cutting. Tang [9] used conic cutting tool at 3nm to simulate cutting of silicon workpiece. M. Cai et al. [10] used round-edge cutting tools with different nose radii to conduct simulation of molecular dynamic cutting of silicon workpiece, and compared the temperatures produced during fabrication by cutting tools with different parameters.

The existing literature used molecular dynamics model to simulate heat source temperature. But this paper develops the use of molecular statics to carry out cutting simulation to calculate temperature rise of plastic deformation heat source and friction rise of friction heat source respectively, and find the temperature field without considering heat transfer. Furthermore, this paper uses heat transfer finite different method to obtain the temperature field with considering heat transfer, and explores the sharp tool and round edge tool would cause effects on production of cutting force and temperature heat source of the material. Using round edge cutting tool and employing the way of molecular statics orthogonal cutting simulation, the paper calculates the temperature field, makes qualitative verification comparison with the molecular dynamics simulation results obtained by M. Cai et al. [10], and analyzes the physical phenomenon.

II. THREE DIMENSIONAL QUASI-STEA DY MOLECULAR STATICS NANOCUTTING MODEL

A. Calculation of Cutting Force

Through molecular statics, this paper finds the quasi-steady force balance equation to calculate the motion displacement of each atom and atoms cannot go through another atom easily to create much deformation, this paper supposes that each feed
does not exceed a distance of 1/2 lattice constant during searching the most suitable position of force balance deformation displacement.

The quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting model of this paper uses the adopts Morse potential energy of two-body potential energy as the basis for calculation of the action force between molecules. For the Morse potential energy function \[ \Phi = -D \left( e^{-\alpha (r - r_0)} - 2e^{-\alpha r} \right) \]

where \( D \) is binding energy, \( \alpha \) is material parameter, \( r_0 \) is distance between two atoms and \( r_0 \) is equilibrium distance.

According to the Morse potential used by this paper, the action force between two atoms can be expressed as (2):

\[ F(r) = -\frac{\partial \Phi(r)}{\partial r} = 2Da \left( e^{-\alpha (r - r_0)} - 2e^{-\alpha r} \right) \]

when \( r < r_0 \), the action force between atoms is just situated at a balance between attraction force and repulsive force. Both the cutter and workpiece material are at the situation of no action force. When \( r > r_0 \), the diamond cutter and silicon material will produce action force. As known from (2), when \( r_0 \) value is smaller, the action force produced between two atoms will be greater, making the silicon material of workpiece pushed away from the original balanced position by the action force. As the step of cutter moves forward, the so-called chip phenomenon is formed.

By using (2), it can infer that the action force between two atoms can be expressed as (3):

\[ \vec{F}_i = \sum_{j \neq i} \left( \vec{F}_{ij} \cdot \vec{r}_{ij} \right) \]

\( i \) : a number given to the carbon atom of cutter. 
\( j \) : a number given to the silicon atom in material. 
\( n \) : number of silicon atoms. 
\( r_{ij} \) : distance between two atoms.

The action force between two atoms acquired from (3) can be further divided into the components of force in three axes, \( \vec{F}_x \), \( \vec{F}_y \) and \( \vec{F}_z \), as shown in (4):

\[ \vec{F}_i = \vec{F}_{ix} + \vec{F}_{iy} + \vec{F}_{iz} \]

\( \vec{F}_{ix} \) : component of force of the action force in X direction 
\( \vec{F}_{iy} \) : component of force of the action force in Y direction 
\( \vec{F}_{iz} \) : component of force of the action force in Z direction
on these numbers, they are substituted in cut-off radius equation, Morse potential function, force balance as well as stress and strain equations in proper order. The calculated equivalent strain and Morse force are respectively substituted in the equations for calculation of plastic heat source and friction heat source. Adding temperature rise values of these two heat sources up, the temperature field distribution of single crystal silicon without heat transfer can be found.

B. Calculation of Equivalent Stress and Equivalent Strain

Using the shape function concept of finite element and the obtained the displacement of each atom, it can calculate the atomic-grade equivalent strain. Besides, after regression treatment of the flow stress-strain curve in nanoscale thin film tensile numerical experiment, the paper acquires flow stress-strain relational equation, which is also called flow curve. Using the flow curve, the paper calculates the equivalent stress produced from equivalent strain of element.

For the orthogonal nanocutting the single-crystal silicon workpiece, this study takes the equivalent strain and equivalent stress on the middle cross-section the single-crystal silicon after cutting of silicon workpiece, and ignore the effect in Z direction. Thus, the strain-displacement relational equation is as follows [12]:

\[
\{\varepsilon\} = \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_x \\
\varepsilon_y \\
\varepsilon_{xy}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(6)

Therefore, for the displacement of each atom of the single-crystal silicon workpiece, the atomic grade equivalent strain can be obtained by using strain-displacement relational equation of continuum mechanics. Since strain-displacement relationship is purely a transformation of geometric relationship, instead of a relationship of mechanics, there should be no queries created. Therefore, after calculation of displaced position of atom at each step by molecular statics, the strain-displacement relational equation of macroscopic mechanics can be used to acquire the atomic grade equivalent strain. This paper supposes the position of the atom point as the node and uses the concept of shape function of finite element method.

Therefore, the strain-displacement relational equation of element is derived as follows [13]:

\[
\{\varepsilon\} = \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_x \\
\varepsilon_y \\
\varepsilon_{xy}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_1 \\
\beta_1 \\
\gamma_1
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
u_2 \\
\beta_2 \\
\gamma_2
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
u_3 \\
\beta_3 \\
\gamma_3
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
u_1 \\
\beta_1 \\
\gamma_1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_2 \\
\beta_2 \\
\gamma_2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_3 \\
\beta_3 \\
\gamma_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where \(\varepsilon\): strain matrix of element
\([\delta]:\) displacement-strain relationship matrix

It can be seen that that after the displacement components of single-crystal silicon atoms had been acquired from the quasi-steady nano-cutting model, the strain of the triangular element can be obtained from (7). Then, from the acquired strain of element made up of silicon atoms in the equation, the equivalent strain of element can be further calculated.

Regarding the equation for the relationship curve between equivalent strain and equivalent stress, this paper uses (8) of the equivalent stress-equivalent strain curve acquired from Aly et al. [14] simulation experiment of the numerical tensile value of nanoscale silicon film, as the basis. Then, the relationship curve between equivalent stress and equivalent strain required by the paper can be acquired. According to (8) and the equivalent strain calculated above, the equivalent stress produced under the equivalent strain of each element can be calculated.

\[
\sigma = 687.5043\varepsilon^{3} - 490.9562\varepsilon^{2} + 148.4096\varepsilon + 7.7323 \quad \varepsilon \leq 0.25
\]

\[
\sigma = 46.2108 \varepsilon + 13.8598 \quad \text{else}
\]

(8)

C. Calculation of Temperature Rise Without Considering Heat Transfer of Cutting Single-Crystal Silicon

This paper carries out quasi-steady molecular statics simulation in three-dimensional way, and the initial temperature of workpiece and cutting tool are both supposed to be at room temperature (298K). However, the cutting state is orthogonal cutting, and in is symmetric shape in Z direction of the workpiece width. Thus, this paper neglects the heat transfer effect on Z axis, and only explores the temperature distribution on the cross-section near the center in X and Y directions.

In the nanocutting process, this paper supposes that the main heat is produced from two heat sources as follows:
1. Plastic deformation heat produced from quasi-plastic deformation, which is caused by deformation between atoms of workpiece.
2. Friction heat produced between workpiece atoms and tool atoms.

This paper applies the equivalent strain calculated by the three-dimensional quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting simulation model developed by this paper, and then substitutes it in the flow-stress curve to obtain equivalent stress. Multiplying the equivalent stress by the equivalent strain, the heat produced by the plastic heat source of quasi-plastic deformation can be acquired. Besides, applying the calculation method of nanocutting force with the use of quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting model, this paper can acquire the force balance of Morse force and the instant displacement increment of workpiece atoms. With the concept of force balance, the total Morse force borne by the copper workpiece atoms in contact with the tool face can be decomposed to be component force in X, Y and Z directions. Furthermore, the Morse force borne by each workpiece atom being close to the tool face is decomposed to be normal component force and tangential component force on the tool face. The component force in tangential direction is just the force similar to friction force produced by cutting of workpiece. The product of multiplying the friction force borne by atoms by the
displacement of atoms along the tangential side of cutting tool can be regarded as the friction heat produced by the quasi-friction of workpiece atoms on the tool face.

Currently, towards solving the problems of nanocutting, most people commonly use three-dimensional molecular dynamics to solve the cutting temperature field. To solve the chips and temperature distribution inside the workpiece, there is still no one using the concept of combining quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting simulation model with the heat source mentioned above in this paper.

This paper supposes that in the workpiece atoms in contact with the tool face, friction heat is produced in the various atoms with the adjacent distance between the workpiece atoms bearing Morse force and the tool atoms being smaller than 1 Å. Therefore, \( \Delta d_{ij} \) is supposed to be the displacement increment of workpiece atoms on the tool face in tangential direction. Thus, \( \Delta d_{ij} = v_f \Delta t \).

As mentioned above, friction heat is supposed to be produced from the friction between the atoms on cutting tool and the workpiece atoms. The calculation method of frication heat is shown as follows:

\[
Q_{fi} = \frac{F_{fi} v_f \Delta t}{I} = \frac{F_{fi} \Delta t v_f}{I} \tag{9}
\]

where \( F_{fi} \): friction force on the tool face after decomposing the Morse force borne by workpiece atoms.

\( v_f \): tangential speed of the interface between workpiece atoms and the tool face atoms.

\( \Delta t \): time interval.

For the product of multiplying the equivalent stress by equivalent strain of each element obtained in the nanocutting simulation model, this paper regards it as quasi-plastic heat as mentioned above, friction heat is supposed to be the displacement increment of workpieces atoms along the tangential side of cutting tool and the tool face atoms.

\[
\Delta T_{wi} = \frac{\alpha \epsilon \Delta t}{k \rho} \tag{10}
\]

where \( \epsilon \) denotes the specific heat, and \( \rho \) denotes the density of material.

Since the abovementioned friction heat is produced on the various workpiece atoms contacting along the tool face direction, they are distributed to the nearest cutting tool and workpiece atoms in \( \alpha^* \alpha \), proportion. Thus, the temperature rise distributed to the workpiece and the tool face are \( \Delta T_{wi} \) and \( \Delta T_{ni} \) respectively, being (11) as follows [15]:

\[
\Delta T_w = \frac{\alpha^* \epsilon}{\alpha + \alpha^* \rho \alpha} Q_s
\]

\[
\Delta T_n = \frac{\alpha \epsilon}{\alpha + \alpha \rho \alpha} Q_s
\tag{11}
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \left( \frac{k}{c \rho} \right)^{1/2}, \quad \alpha^* = \left( \frac{k}{c \rho} \right)^{1/2}
\]

In the equation, \( v_w \) and \( v_t \) are the volume of particles on the interface of workpiece and cutting tool respectively, whereas \( k_w \) and \( k_t \) are the thermal conductivity coefficients of workpiece and cutting tool respectively.

III. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER AND CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELD AFTER HEAT TRANSFER

The heat sources produced by plastic deformation and friction respectively are supposed to appear at the beginning moment of each simulation step, and then are evenly transferred within the time \( \Delta t \). Under the condition that \( \Delta t \) is very small, the above supposition is considered reasonable. In this way, the above heat transfer phenomenon is considered a transient heat transfer problem. As it mentioned above, this paper neglects the heat transfer effect on axis, and only explores the temperature distribution on the cross-section near the center in X and Y direction. The Cartesian coordinate partial differential heat transfer equation is:

\[
\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial t} = \alpha \left( \frac{\partial^2 \theta}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \theta}{\partial y^2} \right) T \tag{12}
\]

where \( \alpha = k \rho \), being called thermal diffusivity, and \( k \) is thermal conductivity coefficient (supposed to be \( k = k_t = k_t \) in this paper).

In the cutting process, there is a slight difference in heat transfer way between the internal element and the boundary element of workpiece. Related description is separately made on the internal element and the boundary elements:

A. Internal Element

The heat transfer elements in simulation process are quadrilateral elements. Thus, the so-called “internal element” just refers that the heat transfer element is adjacent to four heat transfer elements at its four sides, without thermal convection and thermal radiation, as shown in Fig. 1. Using central difference method, (12) can be written in a finite difference form as follows [15]:

\[
T_{ij} - \alpha h \left[ \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i+1,j}}{(by)} + \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i-1,j}}{(by)} \right] \left[ 1 - 2\alpha h \left( \frac{\Delta x}{(by)} \right) \right] T_{ij} = \frac{Q_s}{\rho c}
\tag{13}
\]

B. Boundary Element

The so-called “boundary element” refers that the number of heat transfer elements around the boundary element is not as many as four, and that it is adjacent to air. Therefore, this simulation considers thermal convection, but does not consider thermal radiation. As shown in Fig. 1, the central heat transfer element is \((i,j)\), the surface in \((i,j+1)\) direction contacts with air to undergo thermal convection, and the value of \( T_{ij}^\prime \) is \( T_a \).

Then the heat transfer [15] is:

\[
T_{ij}^\prime + T_a = \left[ \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i+1,j}}{(by)} + \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i-1,j}}{(by)} \right] \left[ \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i,j+1}}{(bx)} + \frac{T_{ij} - T_{i,j-1}}{(bx)} \right] \frac{Q_s}{\rho c}
\tag{14}
\]
In (13) and (14), \( k_i \) is the thermal conductivity, \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusivity and \( h_i \) is the heat transfer coefficient for convection.

The symbols in (13) correspond to those in Fig. 1 (a), and the symbols in (14) correspond to those in Fig. 1 (b). In the equations, \( T_{i,j}^1, T_{i,j}^2, T_{i,j}^3, T_{i,j}^4 \) and \( T_{i,j}^p \) are the initial temperatures of the quadrilateral elements \( (i,j), (i+1,j), (i-1,j) \), \( (i,j+1) \) and \( (i,j-1) \), respectively in each incremental deformation step. \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta y \) denote the distance of any two quadrilateral elements in horizontal direction and vertical direction respectively. \( \Delta t \) denotes the time increment. \( T_{i,j}^{p,n} \) denotes the temperature of element \( (i,j) \) within the time \( \Delta t \) after heat transfer.

![Fig. 1 Diagrams of (a) internal element and (b) boundary element for heat transfer](image)

There is one thing noteworthy about heat transfer finite difference equation that the heat source items on the right hand side of (13) and (14) disappear. The reason for this is that the heat source derived from plastic deformation of workpiece has been pre-treated by (10) and (11) before heat transfer, and then transformed to be the corresponding temperature rise \( \Delta T_i, \Delta T_w \) and \( \Delta T_r \). Therefore, the heat source items of the paper are no longer added to (13) and (14).

After heat analysis is made above, nanocutting simulation can be carried out. In Step One, the initial temperatures of workpiece and cutting tool are both supposed to be room temperature (298K). After the cutting tool starts to cut in the workpiece, the cutting tool moves forward by the way of incremental displacement. During this period, the initial temperatures are substituted in the heat transfer difference, namely (13) and (14), acquiring the results of temperature distribution on workpiece after heat transfer. Then the plastic deformation of workpiece as well as the heat source derived from the interface friction between workpiece and cutting tool can be obtained. Using (9) to (11), the above two heat sources are transformed to be the corresponding temperature rise \( \Delta T_p, \Delta T_w \) and \( \Delta T_r \). If the above temperature is regarded to be happened at the beginning moment of next step, it would be added to the temperature distribution result of the corresponding atoms of workpiece after heat transfer in previous step, and the initial temperatures of workpiece and cutting tool in next step can be acquired. After that, the cutting tool moves forward again by the way of incremental displacement. Similarly, these temperatures are substituted in the heat transfer finite difference equations, achieving the temperature distribution results of silicon workpiece after heat transfer. Then, the cutting tool moves forward continuously by the way of incremental displacement. The above treatment process repeats all the time until steady-state cutting is achieved. After the above steps, calculation is made, and it can acquire the temperature distribution results of silicon workpiece and chips after heat transfer.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Construction of Simulation Model

During cutting, although the hardness of silicon material is very high, it is considered relatively soft when compared to diamond cutting tool. Therefore, diamond cutting tool is considered a rigid body during simulation. When the distance between two atoms reaches 2.5\( r_s \), potential function is almost equal to zero. Hence, this paper takes 2.5\( r_s \) as the cut-off radius. The simulated workpiece is divided into free movement zone and fixed boundary zone. The layer of atoms by the left side of workpiece material and the two layers of atoms at the bottom of workpiece material are fixed and not moved. All other atoms can be affected by cutting tool, and deformation and mobility would be caused.

This paper carries out nanoscale orthogonal cutting simulation for single crystal silicon workpiece by two cutting tools in different shapes. The first cutting tool is a round-edge tip with nose radius 5Å, clearance angle 10° and rake angle 15°, and the second cutting tool, its front sharp end part is modified to be a round-edge tip with nose radius 5Å, clearance angle 10° and rake angle -15°.

Regarding the simulation, different cutting tools conduct orthogonal cutting silicon workpiece, and comparison is subsequently made. The three following simulation cases are used to make further analysis. The each workpiece is single crystal silicon with a width of four lattices. Fig. 2 shows the initial simulation diagram of the relative positions of the cutting tools and silicon workpiece. Table I shows the orthogonal cutting parameters during simulation set by this paper.

![Fig. 2 Diagram of initial conditions of different simulation examples (a) Round edge diamond cutter with nose radius of 5Å, rake angle of 15° (b) Round edge diamond cutter with nose radius of 5Å, rake angle of -15°](image)
TABLE I
Computational Parameters of Orthogonal Nanocutting a Single Crystal Silicon Workpiece

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work material</td>
<td>12a x 6a x 4a atoms: 2615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice constant of silicon</td>
<td>a = 5.431 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding step</td>
<td>0.002 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total feeding step</td>
<td>50 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cutting</td>
<td>6.43 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Rigid-body diamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip radius</td>
<td>5 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance angle of tool</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rake angle of tool</td>
<td>-15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tool atoms</td>
<td>2968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3780</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Analysis of Cutting Force in Orthogonal Nanocutting the Single-Crystal Silicon Workpiece

When exploring cutting force, it defines that the mutual attraction force between diamond cutting tool and single-crystal silicon workpiece during cutting is a negative value, and the repulsive force between them is a positive value. Fig. 3 shows the numerical diagram of orthogonal cutting force and thrust force acquired from simulation of orthogonal cutting a silicon workpiece by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle 15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5 Å. Since the contact area between silicon workpiece and the round-edge tip is greater than that between the silicon workpiece and the tip of the sharp cutting tool, the numerical value of cutting force made by the round-edge cutting tool in Fig. 3 is a greater than that of cutting force made by the sharp-edge cutting tool in Figs. 3 and 4. The stable numerical value of cutting force is around 62 nN and the stable numerical value of thrust force is around 39 nN.

C. Analysis of Equivalent Strain and Equivalent Stress in Orthogonal Nanocutting Single-Crystal Silicon Workpiece

Using this paper's calculation method of equivalent stress and equivalent strain mentioned above, this paper calculates the equivalent strain and equivalent stress on the middle cross-section of workpiece after cutting the silicon workpiece. In order to know the distribution of equivalent strain and equivalent stress, it draws the distribution curve diagram of equivalent strain and equivalent stress on the middle cross-section of workpiece.
cross-section of the cut single-crystal silicon workpiece at the 20,000th step, as shown in Fig. 5 and Table III.

![Fig. 5 shows the diagram of equivalent stress and equivalent strain acquired from simulation of orthogonal cutting of a single-crystal silicon workpiece by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle -15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å.](image)

**Fig. 5** shows the diagram of equivalent stress and equivalent strain acquired from simulation of orthogonal cutting of a single-crystal silicon workpiece by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle -15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å.

From Table III, it is known that the maximum equivalent stress and maximum equivalent strain acquired from simulation of cutting by a tool with smaller rake angle are greater, and that the maximum equivalent stress and maximum equivalent strain acquired from simulation of cutting by the round edge tool with edge radius are greater than those by the sharp edge tool.

### D. Verification and Comparison of Temperature Distribution of the Silicon Workpiece after Nanoscale Orthogonal Cutting a Single-Crystal Silicon Workpiece

In order to verify the applicability of the quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting model for simulating temperature field of silicon workpiece developed by this paper, this paper further applies the abovementioned feasibility of the theoretical model for calculation temperature rise caused by plastic heat source and friction heat source induced by cutting a single crystal silicon workpiece. This paper sets the cutting tool to be a round-edge diamond cutting tool with rake angle 15° and nose radius 5Å. The cutting tool simulates cutting a single-crystal silicon workpiece with width 21.72Å (width of 4 lattices) at the cutting depth 6.43Å. Qualitative comparison is made between the simulation results of temperature in numerical values and the cutting temperature distribution indicated by Cai et al. in [10]. Cai et al. [10] used molecular dynamics to conduct simulation and calculate the cutting temperature distribution of single-crystal silicon workpiece. From this paper’s simulation results of temperature field of cutting a single-crystal silicon workpiece, it can be found that the temperature distribution is steady after the 20,000th step, the values are nearly in steady state. Therefore, as acquired from the diagram of numerical values of temperature and temperature distribution at the 20,000th step, the highest temperature without heat transfer of atoms on single-crystal silicon chips is around 859K and the highest temperature with heat transfer is around 812K. The higher temperature of the single-crystal silicon workpiece close to the tip area of cutting tool is at the range of 700~850K as shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b); and the temperature of silicon workpiece around the tip zone area of cutting tool acquired by Cai et al. [10] was around 725K. The temperature calculated by Cai et al. [10] was zonal temperature, but the data of zonal temperature calculated by this study has a certain difference from the data of the above reference. However, they are closer to the rough numerical value of temperature distribution and it is acceptable qualitatively.

The difference between the values of this paper and those of Cai et al. [10] may be caused by the greater nose radius of Cai’s [10] cutting tool and its greater cutting depth adopted. Besides, the molecular dynamics cutting simulation model employed by Cai et al. [10] is different from this paper’s quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting simulation model used for calculation of temperature. The calculation of cutting temperature by using molecular dynamics is conversion of the kinetic energy of atom under high-speed motion to be heat source. Regarding the method of using molecular statics for calculation of cutting temperature in this study, it calculates the temperature rises of two kinds of heat sources: plastic deformation heat and friction heat of atom on the tool face. But in [10], Cai et al. did not consider that the friction heat of atom on the tool face would be distributed to the cutting tool, as mentioned in (13). Therefore, the results calculated in this study are different from the numerical value of cutting temperature obtained by Cai et al. [10], but they are still close to Cai’s values of temperature distribution of [10] qualitatively. Therefore, it is qualitative verified that the orthogonal nanocutting simulation results of this study is reasonable and the three dimension quasi-steady molecular statics nanocutting model for calculating temperature field of silicon workpiece may be acceptable.

### E. Analysis of Temperature Distributions of Single-Crystal Silicon Workpiece and the Cut Workpiece’s Temperature Rise Caused by Plastic Heat Source and Friction Heat Source

Using the above mentioned calculation methods of plastic heat source, friction heat source and temperature rise with applying the temperature simulation model of quasi-steady molecular statics nanoscale cutting, and the initial temperature of workpiece and cutting tool are both supposed to be at room temperature (298K), this paper calculates the temperature produced from plastic heat source on the middle cross-section and the temperature rise produced from friction heat source after cutting silicon workpiece. This paper also adds the total temperature rise produced from plastic heat source with the total temperature rise produced from friction heat source and room temperature when steady cutting force is reached. It also calculates the final temperatures without heat transfer and with heat transfer of single-crystal silicon workpiece during nanoscale orthogonal cutting. After that, contour lines are drawn to indicate the temperature field distribution curve.
diagram on the middle cross-section of the single-crystal silicon workpiece being cut.

The cutting simulation from the 20,000th to 25,000th step is more stable, so that this paper selects the cutting of the 20,000th step to observe the temperature field distribution trend on the middle cross-section of a single-crystal silicon workpiece. Fig. 6 shows the diagram of temperature field of a silicon workpiece cut by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle 15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å. The highest temperature after heat transfer produced is around 812K. Fig. 7 shows the diagram of temperature field of a silicon workpiece cut by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle -15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å. The highest temperature after heat transfer produced is around 844K. As known from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, when the silicon workpiece is being cut, the heat source temperature is concentrated on the chips contacting the tip area of the cutting tool. And higher temperature and larger high temperature zone are produced during cutting by the negative rake angle cutting tool than that by the positive one. Perhaps this is because the nose tip area of the negative rake angle cutting tool is greater than the tip area of the positive rake angle cutting tool. Besides, the highest temperature without heat transfer is higher than that after heat transfer. Besides, the cutting force, thrust force, equivalent stress and equivalent strain are greater during cutting by the negative rake angle cutting tool, leading to greater plastic deformation heat and friction heat and greater temperature rises.

First of all, this paper calculates the Morse force of atom on the middle cross-section of silicon workpiece contacting the cutting tool, and then decomposes Morse force to be the force in tangential direction along the tool face and the normal force vertical to the tool face. The force in tangential direction along the tool face is just the friction force during the contact between silicon atom and cutting tool. Selecting the diagram on the middle cross-section of silicon workpiece when being cut to the 20,000th step, this paper lists out the calculated friction forces of the silicon atoms contacting the tool face in a table to make analysis.

Fig. 8 shows the diagram of temperature field of a silicon workpiece cut by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle 15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å. In Fig. 8, the numbered atoms are the silicon atoms contacting the tool face. Table IV shows the temperature rise (Σ∆Tw) caused by friction heat source, as well as the total temperature rise (Σ∆T) of the cut silicon workpiece atoms at the 20000th step in Fig. 8. As known from Table IV, for No. 3 atom, its temperature rise caused by plastic heat source is 509K, its temperature rise caused by friction heat source is 52K, and the total temperature rise is the greatest, around 561K, thus the final temperature without heat transfer for No.3 atom is 859K and the final temperature after heat transfer is 812K in Table IV shown. Table V shows the normal force produced from the atoms contacting the tool face, as indicated in Fig. 8, as well as the friction force in tangential direction. As known from Table V, the friction force of atom No. 3 is the greatest, being around 19 nN and it also shown that the ΔTw of atom No.3 is the greatest. Fig. 9 shows the diagram on the middle cross-section of a silicon workpiece cut by a round-edge cutting tool with rake angle -15°, clearance angle 10° and nose radius 5Å. In Fig. 9, the numbered atoms are the silicon atoms contacting the tool face. Table VI shows the temperature rise (Σ∆Td) caused by plastic heat source and temperature rise (Σ∆Td) caused by friction heat source, as well as the total temperature rise (Σ∆T) of the cut silicon workpiece atoms at the 20000th step in Fig. 9. As known from Table VI, for No. 4 atom, its temperature rise caused by plastic heat source is 529K, its temperature rise caused by friction heat source is 59K, and the total temperature rise is the greatest, around 588K, thus the final temperature without heat transfer for No. 4 atom is 868K and the final temperature after heat transfer is 844K in Table VI shown. Table VII shows the normal force produced from the atoms contacting the tool face, as indicated in Fig. 7, as well as the friction force in tangential direction. As known from Table VII, the friction force of atom No. 4 is the greatest, being around 42 nN and it also shown that the ΔTw of atom No.4 is the greatest. As seen from the numerical comparison between Table V and Table VII, the friction forces of workpiece atoms during cutting by the negative rake angle cutting tool is greater than the tip area of the positive rake angle cutting tool. Therefore, the temperature rise (ΔTw) caused by friction heat during cutting by a negative rake angle cutting tool is also greater.
As seen from Figs. 8 and 9, Tables V and VII, the greatest friction forces all happen to the places a little bit close to the area of tip zone. And after heat transfer, the total temperature rise of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface would all fall. This is because the temperature of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface is higher. In the process of heat transfer, heat source temperature is transferred to the adjacent atoms with lower temperature, making the temperature of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface fall slightly.

This paper uses three-dimensional quasi-steady molecular statics nanoscale orthogonal cutting model to carry out simulation of cutting of silicon material. According to the simulation results, this paper finds that the temperature rise of the cut workpiece caused by plastic heat source is greater than the temperature rise caused by friction heat source. Hence, the temperature rise of the cut workpiece mainly comes from the temperature rise of plastic deformation. After heat transfer, the total temperature rise of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface would fall. This is because the temperature of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface is higher. In the process of heat transfer, the tool heat source temperature is transferred to the adjacent atoms with lower temperature, making the temperature of the cut workpiece atoms in contact with the tool surface fall slightly.
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